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catalyzing the academic-industrial alliance

“Publish or Perish” is a famous quote and I’m sure many researchers 
have heard of it before. I believe this can be also true for business seeds 
as well. If you have any business seeds which has a potential to bring 
change to the world we live today, you are strongly recommended to 
share your wisdom with the world. However, not all of us are trained 
to become an entrepreneur but I think we can train ourselves to take a 
step into the world of business if you are willing to learn. Starting up a 
business is becoming more and more approachable compared to the 
past with available cloud funding and startup incubators and accelerator. 
Finding the right platform for your stage is very important. Try to figure out 
where you need assistance and advice on. You can find some examples 
from past winners in feature section “ARM YOURSELF WITH PASSION” 
If you feel you are ready to take the next step, go to “TURNING YOUR 
PASSION TO ACTION” section on information on timing of regional 
rounds, application deadlines etc. This magazine can be used as a guide 
to think about starting up business using your research output. Start your 
journey by turning pages. Enjoy!

Words from Editor
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Hiring new Members

& Internship students! Do you want to know how to apply
your research experience
to business situation?

H ave you ever wondered “how can I explain about my research topic in 
simple words?” “I’m just curious what it’s like to work in a company?” 

Leave a Nest can give you a chance to fi nd out some answers for questions 
above. Are you looking for something to do over your long vacation? Why not 
join Leave a Nest Internship to start journey of self-discovery!FAQ

Q1: What can I do if I join Leave a Nest Internship programs?

Q2: How can I join Leave a Nest Internship Programs?

A1: Some examples of training programs.

A2: Use your summer or spring break to join our programs.
       You can always use  your university’s  industrial
       training programs to join Leave a Nest too.

Planning and Running of
Science Workshops/Events

Be Science Bridge Leader, leader for next generation!

Popular Science Writing for
school children to professionals

You will learn how to plan and run 
science workshops based on your 
research interest and specialty. 
Internship students will form a team 
by themselves and will be mentored 
by Leave a Nest Staff. Through this 
experience you will learn how to 
communicate to young participants 
such as pr imar y to high school 
students. This will give you a chance 
to gain and/or fi ne tune your science 
communication skills.

Leader of the future is required 
to possess ability to define social 
problem/s, to take initiative and 
solve the problem. Leave a Nest 
program is designed to nur ture 
Science Bridge Leader who excel 
i n  d e f i n i n g  s o c i a l  p r o b l e m s , 
finding solution using science and 
technology background. By joining 
Leave a Nest internship program, 
you will be able to train soft skills 
such as presentation, leadership, 
management, communication, and 
writing skills. 

You will learn how to plan a magazine 
corners or even the whole magazine. 
Opportunities to interview prominent 
researchers in the fi eld to write article.
This will allow you to learn how to write 
original article for general public about 
advanced science and technology in 
simple language.

Starting up new projects

If you already have some ideas about 
what you want to do, try out your ideas at 
Leave a Nest. Canvas is yours to paint.

Management

SBC
Science Bridge Communicator

SBL
Science Bridge Leader

SBW
Science Bridge Writer

Leadership

Presentation

 Communication
 [Science Workshops] 

 Writing 
 [Magazine Writing] 
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Anyone interested to change this world for a better place by testing your ideas and never give up until you succeed,LEAVE A NEST is your NEST.

Our Global Platform DevelopmentMembers

Global Platform Development DivisionGeneral Manager  
Qianqian Meng MSc

Leave a Nest Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.Leave a Nest Singapore Private LimitedPresident  
Kihoko Tokue Ph.D.

Leave a Nest America Inc.President  
Ryuta Takeda Ph.D.
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ARM YOURSELF
 WITH PASSION 

  prerequisite
 for successful startup

Frist step, identify your Question & Passion

“If people understand or can identify
the “why” and the “what for” of which they are working towards to, 

it is no longer a task which needs to be taken care of. It will turn into your passion”
translated from original quote 

Kazuma Tateishi
 (Founder of Tateishi Electric Manufacturing Co. in 1933. Now this company is known as OMRON Corporation) 

Second step, make it your Mission

“My mission was to make contribution to society through my research of microorganisms.”
 Satoshi Omura

 (Nobel prize in Physiology or Medicine 2015. Distinguished Emeritus professor at Kitasato University, Japan) 

Third step, perseviallance until breakthrough of Innovation

“If you really look closely, 
most overnight successes took a long time.”

Steve Jobs
(Co-founder, chariman and CEO of Apple Inc.)
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　Everything started 13 years ago when Yukihiro 
Maru’s passion has gathered 15 graduate students 
to set up a company called Leave a Nest Co., Ltd. 
The members had question they wanted to solve 
and were all passionate about it. At the time many 
graduate students with science background faced 
difficulty in finding a job and at the same time 
many children were starting to lose interest towards 
science. In fact, in 1999 only 20% of the children 
in Japan felt that they want to pursuit a career in 
science. To make a scheme to share the cutting 
edge science and technology knowledge to the 
children, they started a science workshop with 
real researchers. This created an opportunity for 
the graduate students in science field to develop 
skills in presentation and communication outside 
of lab. By doing so simultaneous training system 
for both graduate students and next generation 
science lovers was established. Until now, Dr.Maru 
and colleagues have passed on the cutting edge 
science knowledge to more than 70,000 school 
children through their programs. Now they are using 
the network and knowhow which accumulated 
through past 13 years, to star t “knowledge 
manufacturing” business. 

Science education as a starting point

　A “knowledge manufacturing” is a business that 
gathers various knowledge and combining them to 
generate new value. This way company will not be 
restricted to existing products and tries to remain 
in the front line. Where can we find “knowledge”? 
It is within researchers. Researcher’s ability to 
discover new phenomenon and technology is the 
key for seed of innovation. This is because they 
all know Question Passion Mission Innovation 
(QPMI) cycle by heart if not by the name. Here's 
the example of hypothesis set by Leave a Nest 
to explain how something new is created from 
scratch. All researchers usually have question. They 
solve the question by connecting with appropriate 
members and turning the questions to everyone’s 
mission, which can result in seeds of innovation. 
These seeds will now require PDCA cycle (Plan Do 
Check Act) to grow. This is where big established 
corporate comes in. By bringing appropriate 
research seeds/startups to corresponding major 
company will combine crucial cycle of QPMI and 
PDCA. This enables the growth and eventually 
bloom to bring about an innovation.  

Seeds bloom to Innovation

At a Glance Network in NUMBERS

   Ecosystem that  brings about new innovation
through Startups  and big corporate collaboration
President CEO
Yukihiro Maru Ph.D.

Contract 
ManufacturesClients

companies countries teams institutes researchers

Teams &
start up Research Institutes Scientists & professional 

Researchers

5300 240 330 2000
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About Pre-Entry period
In TechPlanter business model development registration, prototyping, 
pitching will be held after September. During pre-entry period which starts 
from March, we accept consultation on business plan, business plan, 
identifying key problems that you and your team want to solve. We also 
welcome  consultation on anything from team building to technology. 

Training Programme

Pre-Entry

Talent Discovery Prototyping programme

Entry TECH PLANTER incubation

Training period 12 months April to March 

Team 
Building

Biz
model

Dev
Selection Pitch

Event Registration Prototyping Mentoring 
Real Tech 
Venture of 
the Year

Investment

Tech Planter Incubation Scheme 

　Many of the startup support concentrate in 
software and online business. However, the support 
is scarce for “Real Tech”, which is technology that 
doesn’t complete within virtual space but requires 
hardware development. Lack of support is due to 
need for prototyping and experimentation costs. In 
addition, very few VCs and mentors can understand 
the technology.  However,  Leave a Nest  is 
comprised of researchers with science background. 
So there is perfect environment for researchers with 
business ideas and They are determined to make 
an ecosystem together with startups around the 
world. Seed acceleration programme “Tech Planter” 
started to support and create new industries with 
Real Tech. It is business contest that focuses in 
Agriculture, Biotechnology and Manufacturing 
areas. Its mission is to identify and nurture seeds/
startups with “Real Tech” and connecting them with 
major companies to accelerate the chance to bring 
about innovation to the society.

Sympathizer for researchers

　Dr.Maru & members,already has an experience 
of identifying technologies and human resources 
through Tech Planter for 3 years in Japan and 
2 years in Asia. The number of teams that we 
have supported have increased up to 277 teams 
throughout Japan, Singapore, Taiwan and Malaysia. 
This scheme support seed/startup of any phase. 
Support starts from team building, development 
of business model, prototyping and registration 
of the company and beyond that too (See Tech 
Planter Incubation Scheme figure). This programme 
has now grown to Global scale and became the 
leading programme in this field. By joining this 
ecosystem, startups will not only have the chance 
to connect to big companies and super factories 
in Japan but get connected globally especially in 
Asia and America. This expands their opportunity 
in many aspects such as product development and 
further investments. Moreover, global connection of 
researchers, big companies and Leave a Nest will 
surely result in greater impact and maximizing the 
chance to bring about innovation to the world. 

   Ecosystem that  brings about new innovation
through Startups  and big corporate collaboration

Utopia for Real Tech Startup
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M arch 11th, 2011 was one of the darkest days in the 
history of Japan. The Great East Japan Earthquake 

triggered powerful tsunami waves that reached heights of up 
to 40.5 meters and caused nuclear accidents at three reactors 
in the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant complex. “I’ve 
always believed that nuclear power was the right answer to 
solving the energy problem our world is facing with increased 
carbon emissions. But after the quake, my views changed.” 
Atsushi Shimizu was in Osaka watching the horrific news unfold 
on television. He came to the realization that there just had to 
be a better way to utilize our natural resources and generate 
electricity for the people. “Such nuclear accidents should never 
be allowed to happen again”, he says with determination.
 

　Many companies over the world are inventing technologies that 
enable us to use wind power as a viable alternative to fossil fuels. 
One such innovation is a wind turbine which rotates using spiral 
cylinders and the “Magnus effect”- an effect which produces a 
force on a spinning object, making it curve. The cylinders utilize 
this principle and as a result spin with increased aerodynamic 
force on encountering wind. Magnus turbines therefore have a 
higher power generation capacity than propeller-blade turbines 
along with being much safer as well. Another recent creation is the 
Vertical Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT). Conventional wind turbines 
have always spun on a horizontal axis but the VAWT is a quieter, 
more practical alternative as it requires less wind to generate 
power and does not need to be pointed into the wind direction. 
Keeping all this in mind, Atsushi had an epiphany. Why not 
combine the Magnus effect with the concept of a vertical axis wind 
turbine? This would make it possible to include the advantages of 
both principles in one package and thereby maximize efficiency 
of utilizing wind power as an electricity source. Therefore, 
he designed a VAWT which uses the Magnus effect to spin - 
something which has never been done before.

　“After perfecting my idea, I immediately quit my job and decided 
to move from Osaka to Tokyo where all the action was. However, I 
got rejected from many business competitions because they said 
my product was not yet marketable on a large scale as compared 
to other IT ideas. I kept looking and waiting for a business plan 
competition or event which targeted mainly makers and inventors 
and that’s when I found Tech Plan Grand Prix organised by Leave 
a Nest Co., Ltd in Tokyo. It turned out to be exactly what I was 
looking for”. Following his participation, Atsushi Shimizu emerged 
the winner of Japan’s first Tech Plan Grand Prix in March 2013. 

　In October of 2014, under the support from Tech Planter Scheme 
he then successfully set up his own company. Currently, he is 
collaborating with a maker’s factory called “Garage Sumida” in 
Tokyo which provides specialists to mass produce technology. 
As he has just started out on his journey, it will take him lots of 
hard work and perseverance to reach the goal. Nevertheless, his 
passion of wanting to contribute to the society is a major factor 
which keeps him going every single day. “I really want to bring the 
VAWT to developing countries where many people suffer without 
power. In India for example, 52 percentage of the population 
live without electricity. I would like to set up my turbines in rural 
villages, on the roofs of people’s houses. This will allow them to be 
self-sufficient in power generation and will lead to better lives. My 
dream is that the safer, more economical VAWT I invented is used 
all over the world, ultimately replacing the use of propeller turbines”. 

　 “Japan has always been encouraging hardware innovations. 
Her strength lies there. Foreign makers would also definitely be 
welcomed in Japan. There are good opportunities available here 
especially for any entrepreneurs who want to focus on making 
something serious”. Their challenge has just began.

p6:This article is published in incu-be Asia p15 (2015).  Original article written by Swathi Parasuraman. 

Encouraging primary producers 
to get on board

Platform that triggered the ‘maker’ spirit 

Message for the Makers around the world

Supplying electricity to rural parts of the world

Combining scientific principle
with engineering design
           The true Maker’s sprit!

Challenergy has recently received full support from Japan’s New Energy and Industrial Technology 
Development Organization (NEDO) . Their plan was successfully chosen with 13 others from over 400 
applications.  In addition, the company is introduced in 2015 “monozukuri” (Japanese word for skilled 
craftsmen making things)  white paper by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry.  

Recent update

Success Stories from past participants

Challenergy (prototype)

Winner of 1st Tech Plan Grand Prix, 2014
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Photosynth Inc. 
Winner of EY award (2nd Tech Plan Grand Prix, 2014)

For more information on Tech Planter & success stories from past winners, 
please go to these websites

T hese days, Internet of Things (IoT) has come 
to attract much attention. IoT technology 

is thought to change our day to day activities 
by connecting things around us to the internet. 
Photosynth Inc, a winner of EY award in the 2nd Tech 
Plan Grand Prix in Japan final round, suggests a new 
IoT solution to door locks.

　Several bags full of all the goodies from the summer 
bargain in hands, I stand in front of my apartment door, 
wishing to have had a third hand to grab my key from my 
bag…
　Akerun,  a smar t  lock dev ice deve lopmed by 
Photosynth Inc, will communicate with smart phone via 
bluetooth to open the door for you. Though there are 
many other smart lock devices similar to their product on 
the market, most of them requires the door lock itself to 
be replaced completely to make it to work. Akerun, on 
the other hand, is a device that can be attached on top of 
the lock, thus is easier to use and is reasonably priced.  

　Members of Photosynth Inc has initially come up 
with the idea of the product in the beginning of 2014, 
and launched the company by September. “At first, 
the members just wanted to challenge making any 
IoT device”, says Mr. Kawase, the CEO of Photosynth. 
Looking around the house searching for where there is 
not yet hacked by the IoT technology, they saw a lock 

as a frontier. As he realized its potential, he approached 
collaborators for team building. Many of them were, at 
the time, worked for renowned companies and were 
successful in their own field. They now make a very 
talented team for accelerating its business development 
in a short term. 

　“Many IT startups showcases B2C services. The 
strength of Photosynth’s technology is in its applicability 
to B2B services, ” says Ms. Miho Tanaka of Nihon Unisys, 
Ltd. (NUL), one of the partner in this business. NUL also 
worked with another partner, Mitsui Fudosan Co., Ltd. 
a major real estate company in Japan. Though it has 
started as a solution to personal day-to-day activities, the 
technology can also be applied to many businesses. One 
day, the three met up and pondered over new business 
model for making a use of increasing numbers of vacant 
offices in metropolitan area. “There was a perfect match 
between what Mr. Kawase wants and what we want, 
”says Mr. Takeru Kawaji from Mitsui Fudosan. Not only 
this collaboration with these two major companies, 
Photosynth is now collaborating with house builders and 
elderly care services to broaden its potential. Akerun will 
not only open your doors but also opens doors to new 
possibilities we have not yet experienced before. 

https://en.techplanter.com https://en.lne.st

Smart lock opens
the new IoT market

The beginning was to
make just any IoT device 

Solution to
“Grr!!! Where is my key???”

Applying the technology to B2B 
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Success Stories from past participants

J apan is aiming to boost exports of farming, marine 

food and food products to one trillion Japanese Yen 

(JPY) by the year 2020. This includes 25 billion yen in 

fresh fruits and vegetables such as apples, citrus fruits, 

peaches and pears in the target markets of Southeast 

Asia, the EU and the Middle East. The Institute of 

Engineering Agriculture Technology (iEAT), a technology-

based startup of Utsunomiya University, has developed a 

system for exporting ripe mega strawberries to the world. 

　Strawberries from Japan are now an established brand 

in Hong Kong, where prices can reach 1,000 JPY or more 

per pack. Large strawberries (six to eight pieces per 

pack) are proving more popular than the standard size (9 

to 15 per pack). Mega strawberries weighing 40 grams 

or more each are appealing, and fully ripened with sweet 

flavor and minimal acidity—what Japanese strawberries 

are meant to look and taste. Japan is the only country in 

the world producing premium Ichigo like this, and there is 

considerable potential for developing new markets overseas. 

Availability of such Ichigo to date has been limited, however, 

primarily because strawberries cannot be force-ripened, 

and must be picked at close to full maturity, when the sugar 

content is high and the skin is soft. This means that the 

slightest bruising or impact during picking or packing can 

damage the fruit. Fresh-picked strawberries have a short life 

span; large strawberries are particularly vulnerable, and can 

even become damaged by their own weight in conventional 

flat packaging. 

　The iEAT has developed a strawberry picking robot that 

operates in conjunction with a strawberry damage detector 

to ensure that only large, ripe Ichigo in peak condition 

are selected for harvest. The iEAT has also created a 

revolutionary new container called Freshell that provides 

greater protection during transportation compared to existing 

packaging. Each individual Ichigo is held securely by the 

harder base and carpophore, and there are no surfaces 

of the container in contact with the flesh of the fruit. Export 

trials by air and sea to Hong Kong, Thailand, Singapore 

and France demonstrated that the Freshell-ed strawberries 

remained in peak condition for up to 14 days, no bruising 

and no loss of sweetness associated with conventional 

flat packs. In January 2015, a shipment of 60 g packs of 

Skyberry brand Ichigo in Freshell packs was offered at 1,600 

JPY each in supermarket for high end consumer in Malaysia. 

The entire shipment sold out immediately.

　The strawberry picking robot and Freshell container 

represent a successful combination of engineering and 

agriculture. They were developed by two professors. The 

one is Associate Professor Masaru Kashiwazaki, whose 

specialization is in contactless strawberry packaging 

and quality evaluation, and another is  Professor Koichi 

Ozaki, a researcher in agricultural robotics. To create 

large, fully ripened Ichigo, highly sophisticated production 

knowledge and experiences of Japanese farmers are also 

indispensable. Mr. Kashiwazaki hopes that passing down 

scientific knowledge on fruits at institutes will encourage 

farmers to be more creative in their endeavors. It will not 

be long before plump, ripe Ichigo is an integral part of the 

Japan brand around the world along with new term for ripen 

strawberries, ICHIGO. Strawberry damage 
visualization system
(prototype)

Ichigo remain touch-free
until they reach the table

Big, ripe and very sweet: Japanese Ichigo is in
high demand around the world

Winner of 1st Agripreneur Grand Prix (Predecessor of Agri Science Grand Prix)

Large ripe juicy Ichigo 
straight from Japan 

＊

Ichigo is Japanese word for Strawberries＊
Individual wrapping
container "Freshell"

Encouraging primary producers to get on board
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Metagen, Inc. 
Winner of 1st Bio Science Grand Prix, 2015

Y oshinori Mizuguchi work is director of 
Metagen, Inc., a company that analyzes 

the intestinal environment from feces to dig out 
valuable health information. At the same time, he 
also is a postgraduate student in the Program for 
Leading Graduate Schools at the Tokyo Institute 
of Technology, Graduate School of Biological 
Science. An idea that he conceived with a friend 
in University lead to meeting people and finally to 
incorporate a company. Now, he is learning and 
struggling to run his company for growth while, 
enjoying the excitement of living his dream life. 

　At graduate school, he is conducting research on 
proteins that are required as a footing when cells 
differentiate and multiply to reproduce organs and 
tissue. Since his high school days, he was always 
interested in the field of medicine; and, his desire was 
to create a world without sickness. Mr. Mizuguchi had 
an unexpected encounter in the summer of his first 
year at graduate school that would alter his future. 
It was the person in charge of the “Tech Plan Grand 
Prix,” a manufacture-specialist start up and training 
event. This event is unique in that the one’s passion 
to change the world is considered equally valuable to 
technology itself. He decided to join the competition 
after passionate invitation from the person. At that 
time he had no business idea. From there he put his 
expertise to good use and came up with the idea of 
a “next-generation toilet.” The idea behind this was to 
analyze the intestinal environment from feces using a 
DNA inspection apparatus fitted onto a toilet seat to 
give health feedback to the toilet user. This, however, 

had little potential of being brought to reality and was 
not selected. 

　Never give up mentality brought us award and 
friends In the beginning joining the competition 
was just another gig. However, joining the event 
ignited his passion. He kept polishing up his idea 
over and over again to enter the Tech Plan Grand 
Prix, for the second time but failed yet again. 
Nevertheless, another chance came by. One of 
the Leave a Nest member, who was mentoring the 
entry teams, introduced him to Shinji Fukuda of Keio 
University and Takuji Yamada of the Tokyo Institute 
of Technology who were conducting research on 
intestinal environment of humans using the analysis 
of metabolomes and metagenomes of intestinal flora. 
The technology they possessed and Mr. Mizuguchi’s 
enthusiasm clicked, which resulted in Team Metagen 
whose aim is to create a world without sickness 
utilizing human waste. Testing their lack for the 
last time, they applied to the Bioscience Grand 
Prix that specialized in healthcare. They won the 
competiton. In March 2015, about two months after 
the competition, they established Metagen Inc., and, 
later on in August, they opened a research center in 
Tsuruoka City, Yamagata Prefecture.
　With a frank smile Mr. Mizuguchi says, “Metagen 
has nothing to offer right now. All it has is vision. I 
would really want to work with people who can share 
our dreams.” He will, surely, continue to relate his 
dreams and grasp every chance to turn them into 
reality.

When you pursuit a dream,
both ideas and
technology will follow 

Never give up mentality
brought us award and friends

Taking up a chance
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2015 Tech Plan Grand Prix Highlights

Malaysia Grand Prix is added to the Asia Pacif ic 
tournaments. “Real-Tech School” is now open for 
any real tech ventures from year. It consists of series of 
professionals from venture capitals, bank, lawyers, Angel 
investors, patent attorney and more lectures in turn to reveal 
the whole support ecosystem for real tech ventures.
□Numbers for 2015

84
entries

74 application 
received

30 application 
accepted

13 
Malaysia

9 
 Singapore

10
Taiwan 

International Grand Prix
Finalists

Japan Final Grand Prix Winners

Overseas Regional Grand Prix Winners

Grand Winner:
C-HEART
Theme:
C-Heart® Oil for a healthy you

Date: June 9, 2015
Location: Research Management and 
Innovation Complex Seminar Room,
Universiti Malaya
# of teams participated: 13

Malaysia

Comments: We will bring healthy life to all Malaysian people by providing 
local jobs, healthy products to people by using Dabai fruits which is easily 
perishable in the form of fresh fruits. We were exploring a way to utilize all 
available fruits which is seasonable for good use and found that Dabai has 
health benefits which is similar and even better than Olive oil.

Grand Winner:
4D SENSOR INC.
Theme:
High speed testing equipment
Shadow Moire Camera business

Date: September 21, 2015   
Location: Nihonbashi Life Science Building, Tokyo
# of teams participated: 10

Tech Plan Grand Prix

Comments: We will use high speed testing equipment Shadow Moire 
Camera to measure wide area which can not be measured with existing 
system. This can be used for 100-1000mm big electrical parts, 1-10μm 
height equipment can be measured at 3-2000fps.

Grand Winner:
Arrowsmith
Theme:
Save the world with use of
artificial bacterial phage

Date: September 26, 2015  
Location: Nihonbashi Life Science Hub, Tokyo
# of teams participated: 9

Bio Science Grand Prix

Comments: We can create host specific artificial bacterial phage to attack 
microbacteria. This microbiome engineering will bring order made health 
care close to your home in the future. This technology will prevent within 
hospital infection, food poisoning bacteria from spreading etc.

Grand Winner:
Shojin Meat Project
Theme:
New way to feed people
use of in vitro meat

Date: October 3, 2015 
Location: Nihonbashi Life Science Building, Tokyo
# of teams participated: 11

Agri Science Grand Prix

Comments: We are going to create new farming with in vitro meat. We 
have original plans to mass produce in vitro meat with affordable cost. If 
this technologies are realized we can use this application in regenerative 
healthcare, supplement, vegetarian food to solve world food shortage.

Grand Winner:
Active Guard
Theme:
Tyre depth sensing device 

Date: August 23, 2015  
Location: Asia University, Taichung
# of teams participated: 10

Taiwan

Comments: Using original sensing device we are able to gather 
necessary information to keep all drivers safe on the road. We have unique 
feature in data collection to reconstructing images from gathered data.

Grand Winner:
Kinexcs
Theme:
Wearable imaging device for
rehabilitation of your lower limb

Date: December 7, 2014
Location: National Design Centre,
Singapore
# of teams participated: 9

Date: July 21, 2015
Location: National Design Centre,
Singapore
# of teams participated: 9

Singapore

Comments: We will change the image of rehabilitation in hospitals by 
bringing new measurement technology using wearable sensors and 
imaging. These technologies enable to monitor people’s movement in real 
time and give feedbacks for treatment.

Grand Winner:
FOMO Digital
Theme:
FOMO social media booth
Comments:  FOMO l ink Facebook /
Instagram/WeChat/WhatsApp/Twitter to 
make posting and printing of pictures on 
the spot without a hitch. This allows event 
participants to become a cameraman for 
the event and advertize and promote the 
event through customers’s point of view

TURNING YOUR PASSION     INTO ACTION 
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Annual  Partners

Management Support Partners

Facility Partner Technical Partner

We have eight excellent annual supporter companies sharing the sprit of nurturing REAL TECH 
startups. In addition, we also attracted various management, facility, and technical support from fund, 
audit firm, financial industry, real estate, and factory. Leave a Nest Co., Ltd. will provide support through 
this platform to accelerate their business.

euglena Co., Ltd.

The University of Tokyo 
Edge Capital Co., Ltd.

GLOCALINK Inc.

Nihon Unisys, Ltd.

ROHTO Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.

Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd. Nihon Unisys, Ltd.

Japan Tobacco Inc.

Japan Next-Generation Frontier 
Technology Incubate Fund

Japan Finance Corporation

Mitsui Fudosan Co., Ltd. 

OMRON Corporation

YOSHINOYA HOLDINGS CO., LTD.

Miyako Capital

The Johnan Shinkin Bank 

HAMANO PRODUCTS Co., Ltd.

Tech Planter Partners in Japan

TURNING YOUR PASSION     INTO ACTION 
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TAIWAN

JAPAN

MALAYSIA

INDIA

THAILAND

SINGAPORE

Be a winner @Tech Planter in India, Malaysia and Thailand to win a free trip to 4th Tech 
Plan Grand Prix in Singapore. Winner of Singapore round will win a free ticket to Japan and 
the winner of the competition in Japan will win 300,000 JP YEN and the right to receive an 
investment of 5,000,000 JP YEN.

TECH PLANTER   ASIA PACIFIC 2016
Real-Tech Seed Acceleration Program

R-1

INDIA
Date

24th April
Place

Gurgaon

R-1
MALAYSIA

Date

31th May
Place

Kuala Lumpur

R-2

THAILAND
Date

19th June
Place

Bangkok

R-3

R-2

R-3

R-4

FINAL
R

TAIWAN
Date

June
Place

Taipei

R-4
(Direct to Japan )

Hardware venture of seed level team
※Especially in the area of Bio-Healthcare, Agriculture, Functional
 Ingredients, Hardware and IoT  ※Must be a key person of the team

Strong emphasis on passion for your
technology and product merchandising

3 UNIQUE FEATURES
1

2

3 Will be able to receive support from Investors,
Major firm, VC and Makers from Japan and
South East Asia region. Also chance to meet 
super factories & contract manufacturer.

AWARD

200,000JP Yen

TRIP TO TECH PLANTERTRIP TO TECH PLANTERTRIP TO TECH PLANTER
IN SINGAPORE IN SINGAPORE 

※Travel and accommodation expenses supported 
for the winner (up to 2 members from winning team)

200,000

SINGAPORE
Date

23rd July
Place

Singapore

Final R
Regional
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TAIWAN

JAPAN

MALAYSIA

INDIA

THAILAND

SINGAPORE

ROHTO Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.Japan Tobacco Inc.

TECH PLANTER   ASIA PACIFIC 2016
1Month 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

JAPAN

TAIWAN

SINGAPORE

THAILAND

MALAYSIA

INDIA

Entry
Apr.

KOMTG
Jun.

Final
Sep.

Sub.deadline
Jul.

Entry
Feb.

Final
5/31

Sub.deadline
Mar.

Entry
Mar.

Final
6 /19

Sub.deadline
Apr.

Entry
Apr.

Final
7/23

Sub.deadline
May

Entry
Feb.

Final
Jun.

Sub.deadline
Mar.

Entry
Jan.

Final
4/24

Sub.deadline
Feb.

Winner to JP

Winner to JP

Winner to SG

Winner to SG

Winner to SG

Schedule

Main Sponsors (still growing!)

Organizer

Don't miss this opportunity

to meet amazing makers in Japan

http://en.techplanter.com/entry/

Investment ofInvestment ofInvestment of

5,000,0005,000,0005,000,0005,000,0005,000,0005,000,0005,000,000
JP YenJP YenJP YenJP Yen

300,000
Investment of

300,000
Investment of

300,000JP YenJP YenJP YenJP YenJP YenJP Yen
Investment of

SO34984_GARAGE_nyuko.indd   13 15/1/16   10:10 am
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L-RAD create a second chance for those aplications which failed to be 
selected in public competitive funds. We are able to do so by collaborating 
with private sectors who is interested in researchers’ idea. This is possible 
because, we believe there’s time where researchers’ ideas may not be 
fully appreciated or it may not be in the focus area of government at times. 
It is a shame to loose what may be a great ideas if the time or the place 
be different. Thus we have created a platform where we can accumulate 
brilliant ideas of researchers to improve the chance for receiving a fund for 
researchers and collaborative R&D opportunities for private sectors.

Revive precious proposal with
L-RAD an Open Innovation Platform

L-RAD Award
Available Grants

Competitive
funds

Researchers Selected private
sectors

Accepted

Database for
Research ideas

Apply Rejected

BrowseUpload

Request for collaborative research,
research funding

Existing flow

New flow

Prerequisite:
Please note that you will be 
required to apply for L-RAD 
application at the same time as 
you apply for this L-RAD award

Description: 
L-R AD i s  a  ve r y  f i r s t  open 
innovation platform to accelerate 
& encourage researchers to 
share creative research ideas 
to improve the odds to obtain 
research grants. Our mission 
is to ensure researchers are 
given ample opportunities to 
carry out research by bringing 
private sectors and academia 

to collaborate in R&D. By using 
L-RAD platform researchers can 
improve the chance of receiving 
funding for their research through 
industry-academia collaboration.
Number of Awardees:
Several
Deadline:
Feb 29th 2016
Award:
500,000 JPY

Powered by 

CHECK!
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catalyzing the academic-industrial alliance

“Publish or Perish” is a famous quote and I’m sure many researchers 
have heard of it before. I believe this can be also true for business seeds 
as well. If you have any business seeds which has a potential to bring 
change to the world we live today, you are strongly recommended to 
share your wisdom with the world. However, not all of us are trained 
to become an entrepreneur but I think we can train ourselves to take a 
step into the world of business if you are willing to learn. Starting up a 
business is becoming more and more approachable compared to the 
past with available cloud funding and startup incubators and accelerator. 
Finding the right platform for your stage is very important. Try to figure out 
where you need assistance and advice on. You can find some examples 
from past winners in feature section “ARM YOURSELF WITH PASSION” 
If you feel you are ready to take the next step, go to “TURNING YOUR 
PASSION TO ACTION” section on information on timing of regional 
rounds, application deadlines etc. This magazine can be used as a guide 
to think about starting up business using your research output. Start your 
journey by turning pages. Enjoy!

Words from Editor

TABLE OF CONTENTS
03-09  Featured Topic : 
ARM YOURSELF WITH PASSION
04 Ecosystem that brings about new innovation through
 Startups and big corporate collaboration

Success stories from past participants
06 Combining scientific principle with engineering design

07 Smart lock opens the new IoT market

08 Large ripe juicy Ichigo straight from Japan

09 When you pursuit a dream, 
 both ideas and technology will follow

10-15  Event Pick Up : 
TURNING YOUR PASSION INTO ACTION 
2015 Event overview
10 2015 Tech Plan Grand Prix Highlights

11 Tech Planter Partners in Japan

2016 Upcoming events
12 Tech Planter Asia Pacific 2016

Other opportunities for researchers
14 29th Leave a Nest Grants

15 Hiring new members & Internship students

Staff
Chief Editor  Kihoko Tokue
Editors Qianqian Meng
Writers  Shohei Michael Maekawa
 Satomi Maeda
 Ryuta Takeda
Designer  Hiroko Sakamoto
Printing Company Fabulous Printers Pte., Ltd.

Front cover image of strawberries provided by
Dr. Masaru Kashiwazaki, Utsunomiya University
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Hiring new Members

& Internship students! Do you want to know how to apply
your research experience
to business situation?

H ave you ever wondered “how can I explain about my research topic in 
simple words?” “I’m just curious what it’s like to work in a company?” 

Leave a Nest can give you a chance to fi nd out some answers for questions 
above. Are you looking for something to do over your long vacation? Why not 
join Leave a Nest Internship to start journey of self-discovery!FAQ

Q1: What can I do if I join Leave a Nest Internship programs?

Q2: How can I join Leave a Nest Internship Programs?

A1: Some examples of training programs.

A2: Use your summer or spring break to join our programs.
       You can always use  your university’s  industrial
       training programs to join Leave a Nest too.

Planning and Running of
Science Workshops/Events

Be Science Bridge Leader, leader for next generation!

Popular Science Writing for
school children to professionals

You will learn how to plan and run 
science workshops based on your 
research interest and specialty. 
Internship students will form a team 
by themselves and will be mentored 
by Leave a Nest Staff. Through this 
experience you will learn how to 
communicate to young participants 
such as pr imar y to high school 
students. This will give you a chance 
to gain and/or fi ne tune your science 
communication skills.

Leader of the future is required 
to possess ability to define social 
problem/s, to take initiative and 
solve the problem. Leave a Nest 
program is designed to nur ture 
Science Bridge Leader who excel 
i n  d e f i n i n g  s o c i a l  p r o b l e m s , 
finding solution using science and 
technology background. By joining 
Leave a Nest internship program, 
you will be able to train soft skills 
such as presentation, leadership, 
management, communication, and 
writing skills. 

You will learn how to plan a magazine 
corners or even the whole magazine. 
Opportunities to interview prominent 
researchers in the fi eld to write article.
This will allow you to learn how to write 
original article for general public about 
advanced science and technology in 
simple language.

Starting up new projects

If you already have some ideas about 
what you want to do, try out your ideas at 
Leave a Nest. Canvas is yours to paint.

Management

SBC
Science Bridge Communicator

SBL
Science Bridge Leader

SBW
Science Bridge Writer

Leadership

Presentation

 Communication
 [Science Workshops] 

 Writing 
 [Magazine Writing] 
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Anyone interested to change this world for a better place by testing your ideas and never give up until you succeed,LEAVE A NEST is your NEST.

Our Global Platform DevelopmentMembers

Global Platform Development DivisionGeneral Manager  
Qianqian Meng MSc

Leave a Nest Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.Leave a Nest Singapore Private LimitedPresident  
Kihoko Tokue Ph.D.

Leave a Nest America Inc.President  
Ryuta Takeda Ph.D.
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Corporate Information

Company Name Leave a Nest Co., Ltd.

Foudnation 14 June 2002

Capital 60,000,000 Japanese Yen

Financial Year End 30 April 

Staf 48 as of May 1 2015

Company Head CEO Dr. Yukihiro Maru
 COO Dr. Shuichiro Takahashi

Company Address 5F Iidabashi Miyuki building, 1-4 Shimo-Miyabi Cho, Shinjuku,    
 Tokyo, 162-0822 JAPAN

Phone Number +81 3 5227 4198

Fax Number +81 3 5227 4199

Corporate URL https://en.lne.st

Services Education for next generation, capacity building seminars,    
 research development, business development support,
 revitalizing local area etc. We do business in the science and
 technology field which assist bridging of industries and societies

Corporate Philosophy Advancing Science and Technology for Global Happiness

Core Competence Bridging Science and Technology for Sustainable Development

Motto Turning Everyday Wonder into Scientific Adventure
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